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VICIOUS FRAMES curated by Lauren Powell features NY-based multimedia artists Claudia Bitran, 
Lauren Carly Shaw, and Gracelee Lawrence. The show will be on view at Postmasters Gallery from 
February 1, 2020 to March 7, 2020, with an opening reception taking place from 6-8pm on 
Saturday, February 1st.   
  
The works in this exhibition take a deep dive into media addiction: one that explores, celebrates and 
denounces the voracious consuming of others; another that examines and stages the notion of the 
construction of self; and one that reflects upon the isolation produced by our online existence. 

Bitran’s three stop motion animations (one claymation, one drawing animation and one painting 
animation) are inspired by viral videos of epic fails and chaotic humiliations. Two of them depict 
anonymous female teenagers in euphoric states of inebriation, while a third one presents animals and 
babies falling in slow motion. The rendering, pacing, and gestures of the various materialities 
emphasize the instability of the characters as they lose control over their vomiting, falling bodies. 
Bitran proposes a nuanced, deeper and expressive perspective of these over-shared videos, by 
exploring trauma, humor and cruelty. 
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Shaw’s I, Me, Mine exhibits a female version of Narcissus that is lounging in a surreal hand-crafted 
diorama while pointing at herself. The subtly animated character can only be seen by the viewer 
through the screen of an iPad, presenting two simultaneous realities that investigate prevalent social 
obsessions with vanity: one tangible, one virtual. In both instances, she is surrounded by a number of 
humanoid objects and busts that gaze eternally at themselves and at their doppelgängers.  
  
Lawrence’s sculptures, relying equally on digital fabrication and hand augmentation, examine the 
relationship between food, the body, and technology at an exaggerated scale. A physical origin 
point is isolated and translated to digital space, often influenced by what is found in our ever more 
real and familiar internet world. As the barriers between digital and physical spaces dissolve, our 
perception of reality also shifts, and the compartmentalization encouraged in digital space leads to a 
new world less and less concerned with the human touch, yet Lawrence’s work dips into both 
territories with equal aplomb. 

CLAUDIA BITRAN is best known for a variety of multimedia installations and films that stand 
somewhere between critique and idolization of our current pop culture obsessed world.  
Working in sculpture and installation, LAUREN CARLY SHAW uses various mediums to represent the 
female human body and our obsession with surface level beauty.  
GRACELEE LAWRENCE’s work deals with relationships between food, the body, and technology, 
frequently morphing scanned body parts with objects inside digital spaces, creating hybrid labor-
intensive physical sculptures. 

Lauren Powell (Detroit, MI, b. 1984) is a curator, art advisor, and contemporary art enthusiast who 

is deeply involved in both NYC and LA art communities. In an effort to make art more accessible to 

all humans Powell started the art blog www.artofthis.world in 2018. She empowers artists with 

disabilities through art experiences with Exceptional Artist Foundation, and is coordinating a private 

collection of works by contemporary queer artists with hopes of opening it to the public in the 

future. Lauren has curated installations at Chelsea Market, Spring/Break Art Show 2019, and her 

work has been covered in Artnet News, Artsy, & W Magazine. Powell lives and works in Brooklyn.
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